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DATE: Summer 2019
LOCATION: Germany
EXPECTED ATENDEES: 100 / 120 Website: URL
CONTACT: angelo@kreativdistrikt.com

ABOUT THE HACKATHON:
In the summer of 2019, we will be hosting the “Industrial Revolution” Hackathon in Germany. 
Our goal is to bring approximately 100 participants who will work in teams to create “applications 
for decentralized automation ” in just 36 hours. In this Hackathon we are going to work closely 
with companies such as yours, active in Industrial IoT applications and interested in attracting 
developers and other professionals with the goal of developing solutions in order to create 
better industries for a better future.

OUR MISSION:
We at KDKT connect the dots between developers and technology, dedicating every minute of 
our lives to what we do, loving and breathing Hackathons. We are following closely all new technology 
applications while we are creating an environment of innovation and ideation.

Our Hackathons are hubs of teams consisting of developers, designers and marketers to 
address innovations related to new technological trends  in Industry 4.0. As an additional service 
we can provide guidance on the framework for the generation of ideas, incubation and development 
of your MVP. We want to showcase how technology can be invented just by bringing the right 
people together to brainstorm in the perfect environment.The KDKT team, with hundreds of 
events under our belts, will ensure that this event will be one to remember.
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GENERAL

Bring your API, send your
mentors and have your 
very own branded table

Mention on the opening
ceremony

Webinar before the event

Tech Talk at the opening
and closing ceremony

Company Prize & Challenge
Creation

Present price on stage &
send your judge

Workshop (3 hours)

Direct communications to
participants

MARKETING

Logo on the event´s website
& Distribute your swag

Include your logo on the 
branded t-shirts for the event

Promotion on Social media
& Thank you email after the
event with your tech and a link

Logo on the event badges,
Backdrop on site & banners
on the event

“Powered by” and Video
Promotion (interview your
representatives on that day
and promote your tech)

* *
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 RECRUITING

Distribute recruiting material

Access to Resumes Post- event

Send Recruiters

Interview booth

PRICE (€)

* *

*

*

*

*

*

Why Sponsor?

This hackathon is an opportunity to exhibit awesome technologies and ideas that 
could be implemented to aid companies on their operations. Becoming a Sponsor 
will allow you to showcase your technology and help build brand awareness all while 
you evangelized the audience. In addition, this is will be an excellent opportunity to 
scout for talent as you see them work on a real project in a team setup.

For additional info, please contact us at angelo@kreativdistrikt.com  

Pre- event

Afterparty 800

Cocktail hour 4000

Mini-Challenge 1000

EXTRAS
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